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The work done during the first 17 months i nder this grant, through 

November, 1971, will be discussed in terms of the proposal for the 

period June 71 - June 72.  In the proposal the work was divided into 

the following areas: 

A. Crystal Growth 

B. Dielectric Loss 

C. Devices 

D. Hall Effect 

I. Radiation Damage 

P. Theory and Data Analysis 

C. Optical Absorption Spectroscopy 

H. Photoconductivity and Photoemission 

I. Review Paper 

J. Ultrasonic Attenuation 

In what follows each area will be discussed, plus work not antici- 

pated in the original proposal.  In each area a brief review of the 

proposal expectation is given, followed by a description of what has 

been accomplished. 
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A.  Crystal Growth 

I.  As described In more detail In our prevloun proposal, the plens 

for  the crystal growth project were as follows: 

a.)  Establishment of the technique and novel equipment 

for crystal growth of rutlle by the chemical vapor 

transport method (CVT). 

b.) Study of the dependence of the transport rate on 

diffusion and convection in the growth ampoule; 

i.e., variation of pressure, temperature and 

geometrical conditions, 

c.) Growth of macroscopic crvstals by CVT onto seed 

plates, i.e., investigation of dependence of 

the growtn morphology on the crystallographlc 

seed orientation and the supersaturation nucleation 

conditions, 

d.)  Kvaluation of the crystallographic perfecton and 

chemical purity of the grown crystals with feed- 

back into b.) and c.) 

e.)  SuccebPiiil completion of a.) - d.) above to be followed 

by work on growth of ultrapure rutlle single crystals, 

i..e., preparation of ultrapure starting materials for 

the growth process, depending on the actual im- 

purities found in crystals grown from commercially 

available chemicals. 

During the first 17 months under this grant, problems a.) through 

c.) have been essentially solved, although more detailed work needs 

to be done towards a quantitative understanding of b.) for optimtzation 

of the growth rate.  Crystal plates of 13 mm diameter and 1 mm thick- 

ness are being ^rown within 72 hours with crystallographically satis- 

factory quality.  Furthermore, essential progress has been achieved 

in the understanding of various aspects of CVT growth.  A detailed 

account of the results is given below. 
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2.     Progress In Crystal Growth Program.    The following subparagraplis 

are arranged in th« same sequence as outline 1.: 

a.)    Growth technique and equipment. 

The choice of  the chemical vapor transport method 

(CVT/, which had been used earlier for uncontrolled 

nucleated growth of small rutlle crystals , 

proved to be an excellent choice  for this system. 

Whereas  the experlmsntal technique is characterized 

by great slmplicltv,   this has not been  found  for 

the chemical mechanism of the specific  transport 

reaction.    Our results  Indicate that  the reaction 

T10 (sHTeCl  (g)ZTeO  (g)+TlCl  (g) (1) 
2 * 2 * 

as assumed by Nlemyski and Plekarczyk   represents 

at best an overall equation for a series of more 

complex reactions (see b.) The possibility of in 

situ etching of the seedplates within the same 

sealed-off ampoule, prior to the growth procedure, 

proved to be an especially valuable feature. Sub- 

grain nucleation, twinning, etc., due to perturbed 

seed surfaces from the mechanical shaping procedures 

can thus be completely avoided. The novel design 

for the two zone growtli furnace also proved advantag- 

eous. Direct optical monitoring of the growth process 

by microscopic observation of the growth interface and 

its environment has allowed many valuable conclusions 

concerning the growth kinetics to be made. With a 

conventional furnace this would not have been possible. 

Though we had anticipated the necessity of temperatures 

above 1100 C for large transport rates, our experiments 

have shown that this is not the case.  Thus, for routine 

growth, after optimizing the growth parameters, we 
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can use Kanthal heating elements with long lifetime 

instead of the costly platinum-Iridium arrangement 

originally planned for. Temperature constancy, 

heating geometry.and adaptability to small changes 

in the temperature profile required for further in- 

vestigations (see c.) of the current simple setup 

are fully adequate for the grot/th of high quality 

crystals. However, greater flexibility can be 

achieved if the "production" of crystals according 

to the current ttata of the art can be separated from 

further investigations of the growth process by em- 

ploying a second growth setup, 

b. Diffusion, convection and transport raactic-. 

The growth rate for CVT according to a reaction such 

as (1) depends on the following parameters: 

(1.; the reaction kinetics between transport 

agent and starting material (here supposedly 

TeCl% and Ti02.) 

(2.) the transport kinetics, i.e., transport of tue 

reaction products TeO^ and T1C1W towards the 

crystal as well as back transport of TeCl,, to 

the starting material. 

(3.)  the surface kinetics on the growing interface, 

i.e., back reaction to T102 and TeCl^, and 

surface diffusion probably of Ti02 molecules 

to attachment sites, including the nuclcation 

kinetics if growth is onto "facets" (atomical- 

ly smooth crystal faces, see c). 

Step 1 and the surface diffusion part of step 3 are 

strongly temperature dependent.  In order to avoid 

problems of purity and ampoule stability, one would 

like to keep T for (1) as low as possible. On the 

other side the surface diffusion mechanism limits the 
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choice of T for (3) towards lower values. We had 

anticipated a low temperature limit of ~900 C at the 

growth Interface, since It has been generally agreed 

that anatase rather than rutlle results fron 

reaction tea^eratures below 850° - 9000C. However, 

we have established thst this Is not the case (see 

below) and we may adopt the lowest temperature consistent 

wlrh satisfactory growth rates, if material trans- 

port Is solely by diffusion, the transport rste 

will be limited by the concentration gradient, wi Ich 

In turn Is fixed by the temperature difference between 

reaction zones snd the ampoule geometry, and trans- 

port rates generally may be expected to be quite 

slow. Convection can Increase the transport rate 

beyond the diffusion values. Therefore, we stsrted 

with vertical geometries and several atmospheres 

ampoule pressure. 

Because of the obvious Importance of the actual 

temperature profile and the virtual Impossibility 

of making meaningful calculations because of the 

many unknowns Involved, s direct measurement of the 

tempersture was crucial. A modified ampoule was con- 

structed, with a room temperature 0-rlng seel and 

a small, movable Pt:Pt-Rh thermocouple. By allowing 

the reactents to form s "dynamic seal" near the 

hot zone. It waa possible to closely duplicate actual 

CVT growth conditions, while monitoring the tempera- 

ture profile. 

Studies of the temperature distribution, in the 

vertical ampoule revealed; 

(1) That the internal temperature distribu- 

tion deviates drastically from that of the 

furnace- a fact which has In general been 

neglected so far in CVT. 
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(2) Thal the temperature In the vapor phase 

in front of the crystal for a given set 

of conditions fluctuated by 2 350C.  The 

furnace at the sane time was stable within 

the ±.5 C.  In an ampoule of Identical 

dimensions. In the same heating equipment, 

filled with Inert gas to comparable pres- 

sure, deviations from the exterior temp- 

erature profile were negllgable and 

fluctuations were below il C. 

From the observed nucleatlon density along the 

ampoule, it is clear that the actual transport reaction 

is more complex than equation (1).  The temperature 

oscillations are apparently due to turbulent transport 

of reactants, which react exothermally in the gas 

phase before reaching the interface, probably in- 

volving intermediate chemical species.  Reduction 

of the pressure, which should result in a transition 

from turbulent to the desired laminar convection, 

resulted in a drastic reduction of the transport rate. 

Thus, it was Uecided to work with horizontally 

oriented growth ampoules. 

Further search for more suitable transport con- 

ditions revi aled two further details: 

(1.)  The pressure dependence of the transport 

rate did not correspond to well established 

theoretical CVT models(.  Further lit- 

erature study, hovever, revealed that 

TcClH dissociates thermally to a high 

degree into TeCl2and Clj  ' at 900 - 1000OC- 

a fact totally neglected in Nlemyski and 

Piekarczyk's work. This dissociation of 

TeCl , which should also depend on pressure. 
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could qualitatively explain the unex- 

pected pressure dependence of the trans- 

port rate, and gives further evidence 

for a more couplex reaction aechanisn 

then had been observed in (1). We hope 

to clarify this point by studies of the 

dissociation behavior of TeCl,, at a later 

date. 

Stimulated by this finding, we per- 

formed transport with Cl2 only, and with 

varying ratios of TeCl% and Cl2. The re- 

sulting transport rates indicate that the 

main transport agent is indeed s Te com- 

pound, and not Cl2. Chlorine transport 

rstes are about one order of magnitude less 

then with "TeCV, in contradiction to 

Niemyskis and Piecarczyk's theoretical 

predictions. Recalculation of the reaction 

kinetics for the Cl2 and TeCl„ case showed 

that their underlying calculations were 

erroneous by one order of magnitude for 

the chlorine transport- in good agreement 

with our experimental values. 

(2)  In many publications, it has been claimed 

that rutile can not be obtained at temper- 

atures below 850 c, snd that anatase is 

formed in reactions at lower temperatures. 

A careful literature survey, however, sug- 

gested that this limitation is strongly 

impurity dependent. X-ray studies of 

crystal grown at temperatures as low as 

750 C showed no evidence of any phase 

other than rutile, and there are indica- 
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tions that this might be true for even 

lower temperatures. This was verified in 

growth and seedplates (homoepitaxial) 

as well as unseeded (heteroepltaxial) 

growth on the wall of the quartz 

container. 

Further indications of more complex 

reaction kinetics were found during ef- 

forts to increase the reproducibility of 

the transport rate dependence on pressure. 

It appears very probable that traces of 

water introduced in the strongly hy- 

groscopic TeCl%( also play an essential 

role. Discussions with H. Schäfer 
(2) 

the pioneer in CVT reactions ', who had 

observed similar rate enhancement with 

minute concentrations of water, have lent 

credence to this interpretation. This 

aspect, however, was shelved for a more 

thorojgh investigation at a later date, 

sine; present transport rates are entirely 

adequate. 

c.)    Growth morphology and morphological stability. 

Most crystal systems exhibit narked growth rate 

anlsotropy which we can use advantageously to achieve 

stable growth configurations.    Depending on the 

bonding characteristics of the molecules in the lattice, 

which varies with the crystallographic orientation of 

the face onto which growth occurs,  two distinctly 

different crystallization mechanisms may underlie the 

growth process: 

(1.)    On "stomlcally smooth" surfaces, called facets, 

growth rates are nucleatlon limited.    Relatively 

high degrees of supersaturatlon are required 
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Co achieve growth. 

(2.) On "atomlcally rough" faces, nucleatlon is of 

no concern and growth proceeds at low auper- 

aaturatlons- which are experimentally difficult 

to control. 

Only sparse and contradictory infomacion was avail- 

able concerning the growth morphology of rutile. Our 

initial runs with {001} seedplates and examination of 

the grown layers optically as well as with the scanning 

electron microscope, seemed to indicate that {111} faces 

form the most stable planes. This was then verified 

in a novel experiment in which a 1 cm rutile sphere 

waa used as the seed in a growth run. The moat stable 

faces developing from all possible orientations belong 

to the {111} family. Niemyakl and Plekarcryk( ) 

had claimed that the beat developed planes on their 

spontaneously nucleated platelets are {100}. Critical 

inspection of their photographs does not support this 

statement. Besides the practical consequences, this 

morphological question is especially interesting in 

the light of recent calculations   (based on a 100X 

heteropolar point charge model) which claims {110} 

as the most stable growth faces. 

Consequently, {ill} seedplates are being used for 

the growth experiments. Smooth growth (planar 

interface) can thus be achieved with drastically increased 

growth rates as compared to {001} seeds. 

In addition to considerations relating to aniso- 

tropy of surface energy in connection with the optimal 

degree of supersaturation, morphological stability 

depends on the actual concentration and temperature 

profile at the interface. Since material transport 

close to the interface is necessarily diffusion limited. 
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ch« growing crystal la surrounded by a daplatlon 

cone- a fact which has baan taken Into account for 

growth fro« the vapor phase only very recently  . 

Stable (non-dendritic) growth is Halted by 

''constitutional supersaturatlon" conditions  . 

For evaporation-condensation type vapor growth, 

the range of stable growth can be theoretically ex- 

tended to extreaely high growth rate   if con- 

stitutional supersaturatlon Is avoided by proper 

control of the teaperature profile at the inter- 

face. Very recent experisentel reaulta aeea to veil- 

fy thia concept. For CVT thla aapect haa been ne- 

glected ao far. Soae of our reaulta, however, seea 

to indicete that, taking into account the dif- 

ferent transport kinetica, thia aodel Is alao valid 

fox CVT. Thia would have Important eonseqjeacea 

for the optImitatIon of the growth rate. 
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B. Dielectric Loss 

In the propoeel we noted that^although we had achieved a qualitative 

understanding of the pheuoaena, considerable work reaeined to be done 

on the details of the trapping aechenl—s and on the Identity of the 

■Igrating defects and impurities. 

During this contract period the psper on the basic ■echanlsas active 

in dielectric loss in rutlle type crystals has been accepted for publica- 

tion in JAP. The understanding obtained in that work has enabled us to 

undertake the studies of trapping levels and defects aentioned above. 

It has also been invaluable in our atteaps to aake devices. These 

projects are discussed in C and G below. 

C. Devices 

In the proposal we stated that we planned to aske and test FET 

devices and to devote Increasing effort here as our knowledge of trans- 

port properties Increased. 

The first step in asking such a device was the production of a 

sufficiently saooth surface. The surface aust not only be free of 

daasge but also saooth enough to elialnate variations In thickness and 

possible pin holes in the aaterials to be deposited - In particular 

SiO« Insulating layers. This proved to be e substantial undertaking 

but waa solved as described in the Seal Annual Report. 

The next step was the production of an insulating S109 layer on 

the saooth rutlle surface. Various aethods were tried before the present 

one was selected. This aethod consists in utilising the reeclon 
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SIH4 + 202 ♦ S102 ♦ 2H20 

which take« place «t about 3750C. Tha allana gaa and tha oxjrgcn ara aprayad 

throuKh a fine tip onto the heated rut He aurface «hare the reaction takea 

place resulting In a glass layer. The neceaaary control equipaent, etc., 

has been Installed and we have uaad thla technique to fabricate our fIrat 

FET devices. These are currently being tested, and while the results are 

quite encouraging, the data are too prallalnary to aarlt dlacuaalon at preaant. 

i 
it 'i 

D. Hall Effect 

In the proposal we noted that Hall Effect neasureaents ware extreael) 

laportant In understanding conduction ■echanisas In rutlla and hence 

that we ware giving It a high priority. In particular, Hall aeaaureaanta 

should pemlt a direct verification of P-type conductivity which haa bean 

auggeatad by dielectric loaa aeaauraaenta on Al doped natarial. 

Aa dlacuaaad in tha Seal-Annual Report, we decided on a aathod 

eaploying AC electric and magnetic flalda. Tha signal la than picked 

up by a lock-In aaplifier at tha sun or difference frequency. The baaic 

acheaatlc waa ahown In the Seai-Annual Report and la repeated below: 

Lock 
In 

Output 

Signal 
Oen. 

Mixer 

Aaq) 

Filter 

Magnet 

Anp 

n 
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Th« first problaa «ncounC«r«d In Chla acthod was the Bagncc. Low 

pover conauaption dictated a farrlta car«. Hanca va invaatlgatad all 

coamtrcially avallabla farrlta« at both 300*K and 77*K. Our raault« 

can ba auaaarlsad aa followa: 

1. Farrltas with low loaa at rooa t«ap«ratura aren't too bad at 

nitrogen taaparatura. 

2. Farrlte« with aignlfleant loaa at rooa tewperature are terrible 

at nitrogen teaperatura. 

3. The loss at nitrogen tenpiratura 1« «Ignlflcantly higher (at 

least a factor of 5) than that at room teaperature. 

4. The peak aagnetlsatlon Increaaas a« th« teaperature decrease«. 

Th« f err It« with th« leaet loss st both 300*K and 77*Kwa« Stackpol« 

24B. It« loaa at 300*K waa 60X «aallar than the value published by 

Stsckpols and at 77*K It waa 8 tlaea isrger than at 300*K. (Even so Its 

loss wss low «nough that it could be uaadr for exaapla. In infrared aagneto 

optic aodulator« in «atalitea.) 

W« th«n constructed s aagaet of this asterisl using two E cores. 

With it,fields of 1000 gsuss st 1000 He srs routinely achieved. The 

aegnet la driven in a conventional aanner using an HP oacllletor and an 

Optlaation aaplifier. 

The reference algnal at the sua frequency is obtained by aixing 

the two signal« in s aultiplier end then using e twin T sctlve bend 

reject filter to ellalnate the difference frequency. 

Signal detection ha« been aore difficult than we entlclpeted 

due to non-linear eleaenta aixing the strey pickup« froa the AC electric 

end asgnetic fields to produce e sua frequency which appeared as a 
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spurious Hall Voltage. This problem haa bean solved by the circuit 

shown below: 

-4«*4«» 

Sample 

Twin T 
Filter 

P - 1073 Hz 
o 

.11 This circuit has an input iapedence of 10 ohms, an overall gain of 

100 at 5000 Hz and an effective rejection of 1000 at the electric and 

magnetic field frequencies. 

The apparatus has been tested and we have measured the Hall coef- 

3 
ficient on lightly reduced crystals (p ^ 10 Hem),  with results in good 

agreement with measurements by others groups on lower resistivity mate- 

rial. Present equipment is probably adequate for ur ts on cry- 

stals with realstivity up to 10 - 10 ticm.    The .limitation at present 

is due to relatively high lead capacitance; redesign of the sample 

bolder and magnet assembly will extend our capabilities to resistivities 

7   8 
of 10 -10 flcm. Should it become necessary we are considering a pulse 

system similar to that uaed by Smith at Sandia and Hodny at Oxford. 

This system works only on high resistance samples and hence they are 

complimentary methods. It is not yet clear whether this second method 

will be needed. 
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E. Radiation Oaaage 

In Che proposal vc Indicated that radiation damage studies could be 

■ost efficiently done after better saaple material and certain device 

configurations becaae available. Good progress has been made In both 

these areas but no radiation damage measurements have yet been under- 

taken. 
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F. Theory and Data Analysis 

In the proposal we stressed the Importance of rigid hand calculations 

as a starting point for understanding the polaren nature of the carriers In 

rutile. 

The calculation of the band structure is proceeding although the 

final results are not yet available. The calculations are being done using 

a modified APW technique, with "starting functions" baaed on known results 

for titanium and oxygen. An iteration process is used to insure self-con- 

sistency. The resulting wsve functions can then be used to calculate experi- 

mentally observable quantities such as band gap, etc. Work has progressed to 

the point of getting a first estimate of the band gap as 3.9 voles. This is 

a very encouraging start. 

We have also commenced some work on a phenomenological model for the 

polaren effects. 

G. Optical Abaorption Spectoscopy 

In the proposal, we noted the importance of several experiments we 

proposed to do to elucidate the polaren nature of the carriers in rutile: 

(1) Temperature dependence of the 1.5/i conduction electron absorption peak, 

(2) Study of doped material in the region below 100 cm" .  (3) Study of 

spectra associated with electron trapping levels. 

Good progress has been made on both items 1 and 3 as well as several 

related areas, as discussed below. Item 2 must await completion of a Fourier 

transform spectrometer, which is being built under the direction of 

Dr. Richard Brandt of our group.  (The total cost of this instrument, which is 
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being funded by Che Phyelce Departaenc, Is expected to be - $35,000.) All of 

the aejor coapon^nt« ere on order, design work Is nearly completed and soae 

of the prellalnary construction Is under way. We hope to begin using the 

system in shout six aonths. 

1. Conduction electron sbsor!>tlon; The nesr IR absorption associated 

with free carriers discussed In previous reports has been studied In «ore 

detail in the temperature range from 80 to 300 K. As previously pointed out, 

this absorption peak cannot be explained on the basis of simple "free carrier" 

behavior (Drude theory) and the details of the absorption spectrum and its 

tempersture dependence contain substantial information bearing on the polaron 

character of charge carriers in this material. It appears that s modified 

small polaron theory Will at least qualitatively account for the spectrum, 

but more data, particularly at lower temperatures, is needed before s detailed 

comparison with theory csn be made. Polaron theory is still in s fsirly 

esrly stage of development, and detailed experimental data on a system such 

ss rutlie should serve ss s useful guide to further development of the theory. 

In sny svent, detailed, reliable data is clearly needed, and the next step is 

to extend measurements to liquid helium temperatures. 

Data accumulated during the past six months requires some revision of 

previously published curves. The absorption spectre et room tempereture end 

80 K sre shown In Figs. 1 and 2, for B 1 C-axis. Thsse curves reveal con- 

siderably more detail than was previously obtslned, end several sources of 

error in previous dete have been eliminated. In particular, the absorption 

at short wavelengths is considerably lower than was previously thought. This 

error was dus to absorption by electrons in deep traps and was eliminated by 

taking the difference spectrum for two carefully matched crystsls with Fermi 

levels differing only slightly. A small tempereture shift is now evident — 
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the absorption peak shifts by "  ten percent between 300 K and 80 K. Also, 

a slight periodicity on the low energy side of the spectrum Is evident, 

particularly at 80 K (see arrows in Fig. 1.) This periodicity corresponds 

to the energy of the strongest coupling longitudinal phonon in rutlie, in 

qualitative agreeaent with saall polaron theory. 

A «ore extensive study of the relationship between the aagnitude of 

the OH stretching absorption and the free carrier absorption at rooa teapcr- 

ature as a function of H concentration has been carried out, using ehe 

differential absorption technique described above. These measurements have 

verified our previous conclusions, particularly that the magnitude of these 

two absorptions are strictly proportional over a wide range of concentrations, 

after taking account of electron trapping levels, and enabled us to establish 

the relative absorption strengths much more precisely. In fact, it appears 

that these measurements can be made with sufficient accuracy to enable us to 

obtain quantitative data on trapping level density. The temperature dependence 

of the free carrier absorption in a particular crystal should then yield de- 

tailed information on thermal trapping energies for comparison with optical 

excitation energies discussed below. 

2. 0H~ stretching vibration; He have measured the temperature 

dependence of this sbsorptlon line from 10 K to 300 K. The line shifts 

linearly with temperature down to 100oK, where the shift "saturates." Very 

similar behavior was also found in SrTlO., except that a phase transition 

at 105 K makes the spectrum more complex in this material.  By comparing 

the results for 110» with the results for SrTlO. and with the results from 

3+ 8 
Cr  luminescence in SrTlO. , we have been able to develop a microscopic 

model describing the peculiar temperature dependence for all of these spectra. 
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The OH stretching vibration and Cr  luainescence both appear to be micro- 

scopic probes of local lattice distortion with sensitivities rivaling X-ray 

diffraction. Note, however, that X-ray diffraction Measures only average 

bulk distortion; thus this technique provides considerably »ore detailed 

inforaation. 

A brief susasry of part of this work is contained in the following 

abstract of a paper to be presented at the San Francisco meeting of the APS. 

A detailed description of the work will be submitted for publication shortly. 

"Effects of Tsaperature and Phase Transitions on the Og* 

StretchlnE Vibration in SrTKL and TIO^. J. W. Shaner 

(Introduced by W. D. Seward), W. D. Seward, Univ. of Utah — 

The OH** stretching vibration near 3500 cm" in SrTi03 was 

measured from 10° to 300oK. The line above the 105° phase 

transition has a width less than 1.5 cm" and shifts linearly 

by -.06 cm'1/0*. Below 105° the line splits Into a triplet, 

as was recently reported. Two lines shift linearly with 

2- - 
translation, 6, of the 0  Ions and are due to OH dlpoles 

2 
with a component along 6. The third line shifts like 6 . The 

frequency shifts with nearest neighbor distance are 4-140 

cm"1// for OH' -Sr2+ bonds and -2200 cm'1/! for OH - 0 

bonds. In agreement with OH systematica in other materials. 

These assignments are qualitatively consistent with the 

electric field splittings observed.  The OH' stretch in rutile 

shows the same temperature dependence except for the splitting. 

Either rutile has an aa of yet unobserved tone boundary soft 

■ode like SrTiOj, or the shift of the 0H~ stretch has s more 

complex origin. 
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3. Absorption «pttr« woclafd with «lactron trapplag «ff«. 

Detailed data has bean accuaulated on absorption spectra associated with a 

variety of substltutional cation iapurltlea, including No, W, V, lb, and 

Ta, and sone preliminary data on Nl, Cr and Al. Differential spectra (to 

eliminate spurious absorptions) «era taken on matched crystals as a function 

of Fermi level (controlled by low temperature H doping), temperature, end 

polarization (discussed in "4" below). Pielimliary measurements of oscillator 

strengths were obtained by monitoring the OH al^orptlon peak. A number of 

interesting and rather aurpriaing effecta have been observed, which promise 

to cast further light on the polaron problem in rutile. This work should be 

far enough along to Justify a firat publication during the next als months. 

a. Mo and W.  Strongly oxidised Mo-doped (.05 mole percent) 

cryatals exhibit a strong, broad absorption band, peaking at .66 y. (See 

Fig. 3). In the visible, this absorption bond strongly resembles the free 

carrier absorption and had previously been erroneously identified with con- 

duction electrons. Progressive raising of the Fermi level, E_, by H doping 

apparently causes the peak to shift to longer wavelengths, until it aaturates 

at - .93 u. At this point the free carrier absorption band begins to appear 

(in Fig. 3, a small free carrier absorption has been subtracted from Curve II 

to yield the h> absorption indicated by Curve III.) In the oxidised state, 

the H concentration in the crystal is negligible. The H concentration 

required to saturate the Mo-assoclated absorption at .93 U corresponds within 

experimental error to the known No concentration. The most reasonable inter- 

pretation of these data would seem to be the following: In the oxidized state, 

the No has a valance of 44. The absorption peak at .66 u corresponds to the 

energy required to remove the fifth electron from No to the conduction band 

(presumably in a time s.iort compared to the lattice relaxation time, so 
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excitation la fro« a "ralaxad" Mo  state to an axclcad (l.c.(
Hrltld band") 

atate of the conduction band.) The apparent ahlft of the abaorptlon peak aa 

E_ ia raised, la due Co the superposition of an overlapping abaorptlon 

associated with No , located at about 1^ u» tbua requiring that Mo  can 

bind an additional electron at a level below the bottoa of the conduction band. 

Thla interpretation la consistent with dielectric lose ■eaaurewents on theae 

crystals, which Indicate a trapping level, aaaociated with No, not wore Chan 

0.4eV below the conduction band. Thla obaervatlon la particularly interesting, 

since Ch« dielectric lose ■aaauraaenca yield therwal crapping energiea (I.e., 

energy difference between two "relaxed** acacea), while the optical abaorptlon 

includes lattice polarlsadon energy. More detailed undaraCandlng of Che 

optical propertiee of polarona are needed Co draw quantitative concluaiona, i 

but the availability of Cheae neaaured paraaetera should be quite helpful. 

Theae obaervadona nicely UlusCraCe Che laportance of Che lnCerpla> between 

a variety of different experinental techniques, applied to the ease cryatala, 

which we have felt waa a strong point In our prograa. It ahould be noted, 

however, that there appear a to be aoise dlaagreenent between our aaalgnsent 

of valence atatea of the No and that Indicated by EPR aeasureaMnts. Theae 

■easurcnents were wade by another group on leaa pure cryatala, however, and 

the discrepancy aay be due to deep lying trapa In Chair cryacala. Ee- 

exaaination of Cheae EPR reaulca by our group la planned In Che near future. 

W-doped •aterial has not been exaalned In Che sane detail aa Che No- 

doped crystals, but appeara Co be very alallar, except that Che two abaorpdon 

peaks appear Co be shifted by ~ 30X, Co longer wavelengtha. 

In hoch of cheae caaea Chare appeara to be sons phonon aide-band 

structure in Che peaka, slallar to that found on Che free-carrier band 

described above, but only prellnlnary data are available. 
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b. V^ V ••••• Co repres*aC • quit« different tyfc of behavior 

than Chat observed for W and Mo. Strongly oxldlted V-doped crystal* have a 

apectriM alnllar Co undoped naterlal except that Che band edge appears Co 

have ahlfced Co longer wavelengtha. This spectrun la superficially aiallar 

to that exhibited by Fe doped cryatals under soae clrcunstances; this spectrua 

haa bean Interpreted by other groups aa actually repreaantlng a shift In Che 

' band gap, but it appeara nore likely Chat both represent an absorption band 

which happens Co peak at a wavelength less Chan 4000 A, aa will be discussed 

below. Aa Che V-doped crystals are doped with a aucceaalvely higher coneantrat lor 

of H, Che shore wsvalengch abaorpdon near Che band edge decreases and an 

abaorpdon peak appears -  .55 \t  (see Fig. 4); ehe atrangth of thla abaorpdon 

la propordonal to H concanCraclon, and It saCuraCea when Che H concencradon 

la approxlaataly equal to chat of Che V. Ac thla point, Che abaorpdon near 

.4 M la Indladngulshable fron chat of a "pure" cryaCal. We tentatively Inter- 

pret thla behavior aa an abaorpdon band cencered below .4 p due Co exclcaclon 

4+ 
of an eleccron fron Che valance band Co a Crapping level aaaociated with V 

3+ 
aubadCuCtonal, and an exclcaclon (abaorpdon peaking ac .55 y) fron V  Co 

Che conduction band. IC la InCereadng Co note Chat Che sun of theae two 

excitation energies should be roughly equal Co ehe band gap If no lattice 

polarisation effeccs were Involved. InsCead, Che energlea are ~ 3.5eV and 

2.3eV, totaling ~ 5.8eV, conpared to a gap energy of - 3.2eV. Thus, If this 

Interpretation la correct, we are forced to conclude that the polarisation 

energlea In thla ayatcn are very large — probably too large to be explained 

on the baala of present polaren theories. Thla la, of courae, not terribly 

surprising — present theories cannot be spplled to TIC- with sny real 

confidence. The ssslgiment of valance states to the V la alao rather uncertain 

at preaent and should be conpared to EPR «ista. 
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c. Tm mod  Mb. We have so far found no evidence for trapping 

levels associated with these Inpurltles, although we have not yet made 

■easureacnts below 80 K. These crystals are always In a "reduced" state, 

even after strong oxidation, with a conduction electron density close to 

the concentration of Che Ta or Nb. Our present data arc consistent with a 

S4- valance state for both of thcae dopants, (fork la continuing on these 

Impurities. 

d. Other dopanta. Preliminary Indications are that Nl, Cr and Al 

all have absorption bands cantered below 0.4 u, but the behavior Is complex 

and needa further atudy. 

4. Anlaotropy of abeorptlon spectra. The polarisation dependence 

of the various abaorptlon spectra waa not discussed above, since all appear 

to have similar characteristics and may be treated together (except for 

the OH absorption band which la 100X anlsotroplc, due to the orientation of 

the OH dlpole In the basal plane, as discussed In previous reports.) The 

data discussed above and presented In Flga. 1 through 4, waa taken with the 

electric field vector 1  to the C-axla of the cryatal (except In Fig. 4, 

where the || orientation la also shown.) The anlaotropy data for free carrlera, 

the .66 u  Mo band and the .55 u  V band are preaented In Fig. 5. in terms of th* 

"anlaotropy parameter". While it is not surprising to find anlsotroplc 

abaorptlon in a tetragonal cryatal, the details of the spectra are very 

puzzling, and we have no explanation for the data at present. Of particular 

Importance la the fact that In all three caaca the anlaotropy peaks at the 

same wavelength as the abaorptlon doea. It la obvloua that the explanation 

doea not lie in the anlaotropy of dielectric function of the material; an 

adequate explar.ation will probably be possible only after good band structure 

calculations are available. 
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Ic is clear that Che wealth of optical inforaation which can be 

readily obtained, will go far in explaining the electron properties of 

this system, when the data can be fully correlated with such other measure- 

ments as dielectric loss and tPR. 

H. Photoconductivity and Photocaission 

In the proposal, we noted the importance of these sreas and the 

extreme complexity of photoconductivity. Due to that complexity, we were 

unsure how much effort would be devoted to it. 

Preliminary photoconductivity measurements early in the contract period 

indicated that the complexity of the photo response of this system was so 

great that meaningful interpretation would be prohibitively difficult at this 

sta^e of development. Since the information we had hoped to obtain using this 

technique can be obtained in other ways, it was decided to drop these measure- 

ments from the program, at least for the time being. 

The (hotoemission study proved unnecessary due to recent work elsewhere 

which has measured the work function of rutlle and found a value of 7.0 ±  0.5 eV 

in excellent agreement with the predictions of our model. 

I. Review Paper 

In the proposal we stated an expected completion date of summer, 1971. 

We have not quite met that goal. The review paper has proceeded more slowly 

than expected because of the several experiments which are suggested each time 

we start on a new section.  (See, for example, the section on OH stretching 

vibration.) We have, however, essentially completed all sections except for 
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the electric«! transport properties section, the crystal growth end ssaple 

prepsration section, and the sections suiBsriting the effects of defects. 

Our present goal for coapletion of the review paper ia winter, 1971-72. 

J. Ultraaonic Attenuation 

In the propoaal we considered the possibility of doing work in this 

area and concluded that it would have to await reaulta of other work. To dste 

it has not appeared profitable to devote effort here. 

In addition to the areaa above, covered In the propoaal, we have 

devoted substrntisl effort to ssaple preparation aa discussed in the Seal- 

Annual Report. 

Progreaa on several other probleas has alao been possible, ss s result 

of Dr. Willisa Ohlsen Joining the group. In sdditlon to his expertise in 

aagnetic resonance work. Dr. Ohlaen bringe several yeara experience in reaearch 

on T10- and has strengthened the group in s badly needed area. His services 

will be particularly useful when we begin evaluating the reaulta of our 

cryatal growth efforta, and in our study of sleccron trapping levels. Hie 

efforts during ths past few aonths have been aainly devoted to a careful 

study of the long-standing problea of "vscuua reduction" of rutlie and the 

question of the relative laportance of Ti iulerstitlals and 0 vacancies in 

reduced asterial. We have been convinced for soae tiae that the so-called 

vacuum-reduction of rutile ia, in f^ct, caused by sloppy vscuua technique 

and that TiO, is not significantly reduced in a clean vacuua, at least up to 

temperatures of - 1000 C.  However, papers continue to appear in the literature, 

reporting various measureaents on "vacuum reduced" rutile, and it was obviously 

important to establish, if possible, exactly what the reduction mechanism is. 
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and whether or not real vacuum reduction can occur. The first part of this 

study consisted of heating a rutlle crystal In a scaled systea, consisting 

of a quarts tube attached to a Tl subllaatlon pusip. The systea contained no 

O-rlng seals or other sources of contaalnatlon (other than the quarts tube, 

which continued to outgas even after heating to - 1000 C). The whole aysten 

was baked to 350 C and carefully evacuated, through a constricted quarts tube, 

which wss then sealed. Total gas pressure was aonltored with the subllaatlon 

-8 
puap, and was aalntalned at a level below 10   Torr except when outgasslng 

froa the quarts caused a taaporary rise as the teaperature was Increased. The 

degree of reduction was periodically aonltored by aeaauraaent of the free 

carrier abaorptlon peak of the rutlle without opening the systea. The results 

of this work will be reported In detail In a forthcoming paper. Briefly, we 

observed a very slight reduction at - 700 C (lese than 1Z of the reduction 

usually reported to occur at such teaperatures), which waa doubtless due to 

H-O outgassed froa the quarts, then no further aeasurable reduction after 

many hours of heating at successively higher teaperatures, until a teaperature 

of * 1200 C waa reached. Above this teaperature, rather strong reduction 

occurred, and we are now studying this crystal In aore detail. There are 

Indications that the reduction was caused by defects other than Tl Interatltlals, 

but this work la still progressing. In any event. It Is now clear that no 

significant reduction occurs below 1000 C In a clean systea. 

The problea reaalns as to the nature of the reduction process which 

has been so frequently observed in "dirty" vacuua aysteas. The aoat obvious 

candidate for the reducing agent la hydrocarbons froa O-ringa and puap oil. 

The presence of carbon in the vacuua systea suggests the possibility of carbon 

interatltlals behaving as a donor impurity. While we view this as a rather 

»nllkely possibility, it is of sufficient iaportance in the interpretation of 
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other experlaents, that It teemed  essential Co rule out Che possibility. For 

this reason, an experlaent Is underway. In which «• are reducing a crystal 

13 13 
In C 0, and will look for an EPR signal attributable to a C  Interstitial. 

EPR studies of several substitutions! lapurltles. Including exsalnatlon 

of llfetlswa of excited states using photo-EPR techniques (for which equipment 

has been built) are also In progress. 
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